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a b s t r a c t
In this paper, the evaporation of sessile droplets resting on a substrate with different thermal properties
is numerically investigated. Computations are based on a transient axisymmetric numerical model.
Special attention is paid to evaluate thermal effects of substrate on the structure of bulk fluid flow in
the course of evaporation. Numerical results reveal that Marangoni convection induced by nonuniform distribution of temperature along the interface exhibits three distinctly different behaviours:
inward flow, multicellular flow and outward flow, consequently resulting in different particle depositions. It is highlighted that three factors (i.e. relative thermal conductivity, relative substrate thickness
and relative substrate temperature) strongly affect the flow pattern. In order to further investigate the
coupling effects of different influential factors, a Kriging-based response surface method is introduced.
We model the flow behaviour as a function of continuous influential factors using a limited number of
computations corresponding to discrete values of the inputs. The sensitivities of the Marangoni flow
are also analysed using Sobol’ index to study the coupling mechanisms of influential factors. The proposed method can be used to forecast the flow patterns for any input parameter without additional
sophisticated computer simulation, and allows to confidently estimate an unknown environmental
parameter.
Ó 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The evaporation of a liquid drop resting on a solid substrate is
not only of fundamental scientific interest but also of great importance in a wide variety of industrial and scientific applications,
such as evaporative self-assembly technique (DNA mapping,
MEMS cooling) [1,2], evaporation-induced particle deposition (thin
film coating, ink-jet printing) [3,4] and the design of more efficient
heat transfer devices [5]. Among the mechanisms involved, the
behaviour of Marangoni flow induced by temperature gradient
along the liquid-gas interface can significantly influence deposition
patterns upon drying. For this reason, understanding the flow characteristics inside the drop plays a vital role in controlling the distribution of the particle deposition in evaporating droplet.
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Extensive theoretical and experimental researches have been
motivated in recent years [6–8]. Most of the previous works were
based on diffusion-limited process, normally focusing on predicting the evaporation rate. Hu & Larson [9] suggested a simple
approximation to summarise the total mass flux across the droplet
surface and then in turn to solve the free-surface problem. Other
investigations like Ruiz & Black [10] provided insight into revealing
the mechanisms within the liquid drop. Similarly, the experimental
work by Girard et al. [11] explained that the flow inside the drop
was induced by the non-uniform temperature distribution along
the interface. Although surface-tension-driven flow (i.e. Marangoni
flow) and resultant bulk flow have been extensively studied, the
influence of thermal effects of the substrate on Marangoni flow
patterns is less well-understood. Further theoretical analysis has
pointed out that the direction of Marangoni flow is determined
by both the relative thermal conductivity [12] and the relative substrate thickness [13], ultimately alters the deposition patterns.
However, these investigations were limited to the case of nonheated substrate; the impact of substrate temperature was not
taken into account. Furthermore, the above-mentioned studies
were based on a pseudo-transient process which implies that the
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Nomenclature
r; z
R
hs
T
H
p
k
cp
D0
K
c
uC
Hv ap
jm
Jm
RN
CV s
Shi
f hi

cylindrical coordinates [m]
contact radius [m]
substrate thickness [m]
temperature [°C]
relative humidity
hydrodynamic pressure [N/m2]
thermal conductivity [W/m K]
specific heat capacity [J/kg K]
diffusion coefficient [m2/s]
mean curvature [m1]
molar concentration [kg/m3]
normal velocity of the liquid-gas interface [m/s]
latent heat of evaporation [J/kg]
local evaporation flux [kg/m2 s]
overall evaporation flux [kg/s]
relative thermal resistance
cross-validation value
Sobol’ index
response surface for different contact angles

r
rT
q
l
a

surface tension [N/m]
surface tension coefficient [N/m K]
density [kg/m3]
dynamical viscosity [Pa s]
thermal diffusivity [m2/s]

Subscripts
0
initial or reference condition
1
at the infinite in the gas region
l; s; g
liquid, solid, gas
Superscripts

dimensionless variable
Acronyms
LOO
Leave-One-Out
RE
Relative Error
RSM
Response Surface Method
SSA
Sobol Sensitivity Analysis

Greek symbols
h
contact angle [°]

solution is a steady-state solution rather than a pure transient one.
In this paper, we present numerical computations on the evaporation of sessile droplets resting on a heated substrate; we are particularly interested in evaluating thermal effects of the substrate on
Marangoni flow in the course of evaporation, and determining typical bulk flow structures as a function of influential parameters
related to the substrate. Indeed, based a transient, fully coupled
three-phase (liquid-solid-gas) model, we clearly determined three
distinct behaviours of Marangoni flow inside an evaporating
droplet.
The efficient numerical technique is a more reliable tool for
simulating the droplet evaporation process owing to its capability
to consider the fully coupled mechanisms, like heat and mass
transfer, thermal effects of substrate, evaporative cooling and thermocapillary convection [14,15]. In the present work, the effects of
the substrate on Marangoni flow with respect to the influential
parameters (thermal conductivity, thickness and substrate temperature) in a wide range are investigated. For this purpose, we need
to simulate the evaporation process for all the possibilities of influential parameters. An alternative approach is to utilise response
surface method (RSM). This approach aims to construct a continuous function of output by Kriging method [16,17], which allows to
use the numerical results as a black-box with a limited number of
inputs and outputs, and has proven to be a particularly effective
tool for understanding fluid dynamics mechanisms and acoustic
problems [18–22]. A leave-one-out (LOO) cross validation strategy
[23] can be adopted to evaluate the reliability of the constructed
response surface. Besides, the sensitivity analysis via Sobol’ index
[24,25] is able to quantify the relative importance of each input
parameter in determining the response variability. By the
Kriging-based response surface, the numerical results for any input
model data can be rapidly forecast without further numerical computation. In terms of inverse problem, the Kriging-based response
surface also helps to estimate the unknown input. It may happen in
space experiments that some important input parameters, e.g. liquid concentration field in the vapour phase cannot be measured. In
this case, the aforementioned unknown parameters can be estimated using the experimental results and the proposed response
surface. The accuracy of parameter estimation strongly depends

on the sensitivity of input parameters according to Sobol’ sensitivity analysis (SSA). To the best of our knowledge, investigating the
coupling mechanisms of multi-parameter on Marangoni flow by
RSM and SSA, has not been reported in the literature.
The present paper aims to understand the behaviour of Marangoni flow in evaporating droplets and thus may be helpful to predict and control the deposition patterns in drying droplets. It is
organised as follows. A transient axisymmetric numerical model
for a sessile droplet evaporating on a heated substrate is developed
in Section 2. Section 3 introduces a novel method based on RSM
and SSA to evaluate the thermal effects of substrate on the structure of bulk flow induced by thermocapillarity. Results of single
influential factor and the coupling mechanisms of multiple factors
are presented and discussed in Section 4. Finally, the conclusions
resulting from this investigation are summarised in Section 5.
2. Mathematical model
We consider a sessile drop with an initial contact angle h0 and a
contact radius R0 resting on a heated substrate of thickness hs , as
shown in Fig. 1. It is assumed that an axisymmetric sessile droplet

Fig. 1. A sessile drop resting on a heated substrate in a cylindrical coordinate
system with radial coordinate r and axial coordinate z. The outer boundary of the
computational domain is selected up to 50R0 of the surrounding air in order to
eliminate the boundary effects and minimise the computational cost.
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maintains a spherical-cap shape due to the effect of liquid-gas surface tension r ¼ r0  rT ðT  T 0 Þ, in which r0 and rT are the surface tension at the reference temperature T 0 and its (negative)
gradient with temperature, respectively. Moreover, the buoyancy
effect may be neglected in microgravity, i.e. Marangoni effect dominates the whole process. The bottom of the substrate is maintained at a temperature T w while the gas far from drop is at
temperature T 1 .
It is further assumed that the drop forms a constant contact
line, i.e. the base radius of the drop remains pinned at R ¼ R0 .
The assumption of constant-radius model is consist with the evaporation process observed in our experiments. In our ground and
space experiments, we used a solid substrate and injected sufficient liquid volume to make sure that the contact line is well
anchored to the substrate with it radii being at the edge of the substrate. Under such conditions, the evaporation process observed
follows essentially the constant-radius mode during most of the
drop’s lifetime (90%). Therefore, it can reasonably be assumed that
the contact radius R remains uncharged in our numerical
simulations.
The physical problem is mathematically described by the continuity equation and incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in the
liquid phase, the energy equations in all the domain regions
(liquid-solid-gas), complemented by the diffusion equation for
vapour in the gas phase:
In the liquid phase:

r  ul ¼ 0;

ð1Þ
h



i

ql ð@ s ul þ ul  rul Þ ¼ r  pl I þ ll rul þ ðrul ÞT ;

ð2Þ

@ s T l þ ul  rT l ¼ al r2 T l ;

ð3Þ

in which ul ; pl ; I; ll ; T l are the liquid velocity vector, hydrodynamic
pressure, identity tensor, dynamical viscosity and temperature,
respectively. Here, al ¼ kl =ql cpl is the thermal diffusivity, whereas
ql ; cpl and kl refer to density, specific heat capacity and thermal conductivity for the liquid.
In the gas phase, vapour and heat transport in the atmosphere
are solely by diffusion:

@ s c ¼ D0 r2 c;

ð4Þ

@ s T g ¼ a g r2 T g ;

ð5Þ

where c stands for the molar concentration of the liquid vapour and
D0 is the diffusion coefficient of vapour in air. For simplicity, we
only consider the fluid flow in the liquid phase, hence the advection
in the gas phase is neglected.
In the solid phase (substrate), the heat transfer is due to heat
conduction:

@ s T s ¼ as r2 T s :

ð6Þ

The boundary conditions are described hereafter. The bottom of
the substrate is maintained at a temperature T w , in the range of
20–50 °C. Temperature continuity is applied at all the interfaces.
The no-slip boundary condition is used at the solid-liquid interface
and the non-permeable wall at the solid-gas interface. The continuity of heat flux is applied at both solid-liquid and solid-gas interfaces. On the outer boundary of the computational domain, chosen
typically several dozens of times larger than the radius of drop, the
values of an ambient temperature T 1 and vapour concentration c1
are prescribed. More specifically, the ambient concentration
c1 ¼ HpðT 1 Þ=RT 1 , here, pðT 1 Þ is the pressure at ambient temperature T 1 and R ¼ 8:31451 J/(mol K) is the universal gas constant.
At the liquid-gas interface, the condition of stress balance gives

ðn  Tl Þ  n ¼ ð2rK þ p1 Þ;

ð7Þ

ðn  Tl Þ  s ¼ rT rC T;

ð8Þ

in which n and s are the unit normal and tangential vector to the
liquid-gas interface (denoted by C), Tl (¼ pl I þ ll ðrul þ ðrul ÞT Þ)
stands for the full stress tensor of fluid, K is the mean curvature
of the liquid-gas interface, and rC denotes the gradient tangent
to the interface. It is worth noting that the right-hand side of Eq.
(7) represents the pressure inside a droplet at equilibrium while
that of Eq. (8) describes the driving force of bulk flow, i.e. the thermocapillarity. A characteristic velocity can also be inferred from the
balance between viscous force ll rC U and thermocapillarity rT rC T,
which results in a characteristic velocity scale U  rT DT=ll .
For the concentration of vapour csat at drop surface, it assumes
to be ideal gas and saturated according to the Clausius-Clapeyron
equation, defined by

csat ðTÞ ¼

ln

psat ðTÞ

psat ðTÞ
pref ðTÞ

RT
!

;

¼

ð9Þ


Hv ap 1
1
;

T T ref
R

ð10Þ

where psat ðTÞ and pref ðTÞ are the pressure of saturated vapour at
temperature T and T ref , respectively.
The heat flux across the interface experiences discontinuity due
to the latent heat of vaporisation Hv ap :

kg rT g  n  kl rT l  n ¼ jm Hv ap ;

ð11Þ

where jm is the local evaporation flux, which can be calculated by
Fick’s law:

jm ¼ D0 rc  n:

ð12Þ

The condition of mass conservation across the interface leads to:

ql ðul  n  uC Þ ¼ jm ;

ð13Þ

where uC is the normal velocity of the interface. We assume that the
droplet remains a spherical-cap shape during the evaporation and
that the contact line is pinned at R ¼ R0 (but the instantaneous contact angle h decreases with time). Given the total mass evaporation
R
flux Jm ¼ C jm dC, the normal velocity can be geometrically
determined:

0sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1

2
r sin h
1 þ cos h
@
:
uC ¼ 
1
 cos hA
2
R
1  cos h
0
pql R0
Jm

ð14Þ

Since we are seeking a transient solution, the initial conditions
also need to be prescribed. At t ¼ 0, the drop is a spherical cap with
height h0 and base radius R0 (initial contact angle h0 can be
deduced by h0 ¼ 2 tan1 ðh0 =R0 Þ); the bulk flow inside the drop is
at rest (i.e. u ¼ 0). The initial pressure within the drop is set to
the ambient pressure augmented by the Laplace pressure
2

(Dp ¼ 2r0 =Rs with Rs ¼ ðh0 þ R20 Þ=ð2h0 Þ). The initial temperature
in the whole domain is set to an ambient temperature
T 1 ¼ 20  C. The drop evaporates into a non-saturated surrounding
air with relative humidity H ¼ 50% and the initial concentration in
the vapour equals to c1 ¼ Hcsat ðT 1 Þ.
3. Response surface, sensitivity analysis and inverse problem
The purpose of the present work is to investigate how the thermal properties of a heated substrate affect the direction of Marangoni flow inside an evaporating drop. For a given input parameter,
the droplet evaporation process can be numerically simulated, but
the results cannot be realised for all the possible situations due to
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the restricted computational resources. Therefore, the response
surface is constructed using the Kriging method, as a function of
concerned input parameters, via a limited number of simulations.
With the Kriging-based response surface, the proposed results of
the Marangoni flow pattern can be easily predicted. The reliability
of the constructed response surface is evaluated via a LOO cross
validation criterion. After that, in order to investigate the correlation of multiple parameter, the Sobol’ sensitivity analysis method
is introduced. Finally, an inverse problem is considered: in the case
that one of the input parameters is ill-observed, it can be estimated
via the Kriging-based response surfaces.

RSM is a useful tool to model the behaviour of a physical phenomenon with respect to the influential parameters variation,
starting from a certain number of numerical experiments. Let X
denote the considered input parameter space and XðxÞ denote
the quantity of interest (QoI), given n measurements Xðxs Þ
(s ¼ 1; . . . ; n) at measured locations xs , the estimate of the QoI at
an unmeasured location x is a weighted linear combination:
n
X
ks ðxÞXðxs Þ;

ð15Þ

s¼1

in which ks ðxÞ is the Kriging weight depending on the concerned
unmeasured location, more exactly the distance between the
unmeasured sample location x and the s-th sample location xs .
The QoI XðxÞ is decomposed into

XðxÞ ¼ bðxÞ þ nðxÞ:

ð16Þ

Here, the residual component nðxÞ can be treated as a stationary
random
process
with
0-mean
and
covariance
CovðnðxÞ; nðx þ cÞÞ ¼ CðcÞ, where CðcÞ is called the covariance
function, and bðxÞ is a trend component. In this work, the spline
covariance function is used to build the response surface, i.e.,

8
2
3
c < 1=2e
>
< 1  6ðceÞ þ 6ðceÞ ;
3
CðcÞ ¼
2ð1

c
e
Þ
;
1=2
e 6 c < 1=e ;
>
:
0;
c P 1=e

ð17Þ

b xÞ  XðxÞ ¼ 0, from which Kriging weights ks ðxÞ are
E½ Xð
obtained. It is remarkable that the Kriging estimate is a best linear
unbiased predictor (BLUP). Actually, variant Kriging methods exist
in the literature, among which Ordinary Kriging is used in this
paper. This approach assumes that the trend component is constant but unknown, denoted as bðxÞ ¼ d0 . The unbiasedness constraint implies that the sum of Kriging weights is equal to 1.
Finally, minimising the error variance and adding a Lagrange
parameter to fulfil the unbiasedness condition result in the Ordinary Kriging system:

>
>
>
>
:

n
X
k j ð xÞ ¼ 1

ð19Þ

b s is the Kriging response surface built without the s-th
where X
sample. A threshold e on the maximum cross-validation value is
imposed to assess the convergence, i.e. max CV s < e.
s

Sensitivity analysis is adopted to quantify the contribution of
each input parameter to the response variability, as well as to
assess the coupling effects related to the multiple parameters of
the response surface. The sensitivity of the model with respect to
the input parameters is quantified via Sobol’ variance-based sensitivity indices [24], which are obtained from quasi Monte Carlo
samples (Sobol sequences) [25]. The mean and variance estimates
are obtained by
MC
1 X
bi
X
qMC i¼1

q

X¼

ð20Þ

and
MC
1 X
b i  XÞ2 ;
ðX
qMC i¼1

q

r2 ðXÞ ¼

ð21Þ

where qMC is the number of quasi Monte Carlo samples obtained
from the Kriging meta-model of XðXÞ.
In order to compute the first-order sensitivity indices, two independent quasi Monte Carlo sample sets of X are generated,
denoted as X1 and X2 . Each of the sample set is a qMC  D matrix
and D is the number of input variables. The Sobol indices
Sj ¼ r2j =r2 for j-th variable is derived from the estimate of the variance and the partial variance

in which e can be obtained via maximum likelihood estimation or
empirical tuning.
The Kriging method minimises the variance of the estimator
b ðxÞ  XðxÞÞ
Varð X
under
the
unbiasedness
constraint

8X
n
>
>
k ðxÞCðxi  xj Þ þ d0 ¼ Cðxi  xÞ i ¼ 1; . . . ; n
>
>
< j¼1 j

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
R
b b s 2
X ð X  X Þ dx
ﬃ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
;
CV s ¼
R
b2
X X dx

3.2. Sobol’ sensitivity analysis

3.1. Response surface method

b ð xÞ ¼
X

variation of the constructed surface after removing one sample.
The cross-validation value is expressed here as a global relative
L2 error:

r2j :

MC
1 X
b i ðX2 Þð X
b i ðX j Þ  X
b i ðX1 ÞÞ;
X
1
qMC i¼1

q

r2j ¼

where X1j is the first samples set X1 where the j-th column has been
replaced by the corresponding column of the second sample set X2 .
3.3. Inverse problem
In this article, not only simulation and prediction referring to a
forward problem is considered, but also the inverse problem,
which consists in finding the optimal values for the input model
parameters, is investigated. In the real experiments, some of the
input parameters cannot be accurately measured, we can use the
Kriging-based response surface to estimate the unknown input.
Let / be an unknown parameter and U be the set of other input
parameters. The former can be estimated via the observed results
h and other input parameters:

^ ¼ arg minjhi  f ð/; UÞj; i ¼ 1; 2:
/
hi
/

ð18Þ

j¼1

A response surface can be built with any number of samples,
however, its reliability has to be assessed. Then, a LOO crossvalidation strategy [23] is considered, which quantifies the relative

ð22Þ

ð23Þ

It is remarkable that both response surfaces can be used to estimate an unknown parameter. However, the one with higher reliability, which is quantified by the LOO criterion, is preferable, since
the corresponding response surface has less local fluctuations
which lead to a more robust estimation. Furthermore, the estimation accuracy of each parameter also depends on the sensitivity of
the proposed response surface with respect to the corresponding
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parameter, which is reflected by Sobol’ index. In general, a parameter with higher sensitivity can be more accurately estimated, and
vice versa.
4. Results and discussion
Numerical simulations of transient Marangoni flow together
with heat and mass transfer have been performed using COMSOL
Multiphysics. Numerical procedure and model validation can be
found in [26]. In short, a grid sensitivity analysis has been first
undertaken and grids consisting of 18,160 elements were selected
to control the relative error within 1%. The computational domain
is selected up to 50R0 of the surrounding air in order to eliminate
the boundary effects and minimise the computational cost. As a
further validation of the implemented numerical model, we first
compare our numerical results with a previous work and explain
three typical patterns of Marangoni flow inside an evaporating droplet. Then, thermal effects of substrate on the direction of Marangoni flow are investigated. In particularly, their coupling
mechanisms are taken into consideration, using response surface
method and Sobol’ sensitivity analysis. Finally, the inverse problem
is discussed for the ill-known influential parameter.
4.1. Marangoni flow pattern
We compare our numerical results with an asymptotic analysis
reported in the literature [13], where a quantitative criterion to
determine the direction of the induced Marangoni flow is
described. The curve of the critical function RN ¼ aðhÞ is plotted
in Fig. 2 together with the symbols obtained from our computations. Here, RN ¼ hs kl =R0 ks is a non-dimensional parameter: the
product of relative substrate thickness hs =R0 and relative thermal
conductivity of liquid and substrate kl =ks . The analysis of Xu
et al. [13] for a non-heated substrate indicates that for the values

of RN above the curve, i.e. RN > aðhÞ, the resultant Marangoni flow
is directed radially outward along the liquid-gas interface. On the
contrary, if RN < aðhÞ, the temperature decreases with distance
from the contact line to the apex, the direction of the flow is
reversed. The presented numerical model for a sessile droplet
evaporating on a heated substrate reproduces these features with
respect to the direction of bulk flow. It is found that droplets evaporating on a heated substrate with poor thermal conductivity
undergo a three-stage lifetime: inward flow (open symbol), multicellular flow (semi-filled symbol) and outward flow (filled symbol).
It is worth noting that our numerical model is valid in a wider
range of RN whereas the analytical prediction is limited to small
values of RN , i.e. RN < 0:3.
To better understand the physical phenomenon related to a
poor thermal conductivity of the substrate, it is useful to first identify the structure of flow field within the drop; the velocity and
temperature field are illustrated in Fig. 3. It can be seen that bulk
flow exhibits different behaviours in the course of evaporation,
which can be distinguished as: (a) Inward flow pattern: at the
beginning the induced Marangoni flow is directed radially inward
along the liquid-gas interface. Recall that the apex of the droplet is
expected to be coolest due to a longer conduction distance from
the substrate. As such, a positive tangential temperature gradient
is generated from the droplet apex to the triple line, then Marangoni stress drives the hot water (near the triple line) to the cold
region (at the top) resulting in an anticlockwise circulation; (b)
Multicellular flow pattern: when the contact angle diminishes continuously during droplet evaporation and reaches a critical value
h1 , the surface temperature is no longer monotonic, consequently
multiple clockwise and anticlockwise convective cells appear.
The appearance of multicellular flow pattern refers to the breakup
of the flow inside the droplet and corresponds to a nonmonotonic
surface temperature function of r with maximal or minimal extremum along the interface due to convective instability; and (c) Out-

Fig. 2. The direction of Marangoni flow in evaporating droplets on non-heated substrates. The solid line is the asymptotic solution RN ¼ aðhÞ [13], where
aðhÞ ¼ ½sinð2hÞ  4ð1=2  h=pÞ tanðh=2Þ=ð4ð1=2  h=pÞ þ 2 sin2 hÞ is a function of the contact angle. Computations are conducted for an initial contact angle h0 ¼ 50 and
instantaneous contact angle h decreased with time. Regions above and below the line correspond to flow directions sketched in the figure; open symbol represents the inward
flow, filled symbol stands for the outward flow and semi-filled symbol means the multicellular flow.
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Fig. 3. Temperature field (left side) and bulk flow pattern (right side) within a water droplet evaporating on a PTFE substrate. Initial conditions: h0 ¼ 50 ; R0 ¼ 1 mm,
hs ¼ 0:1 mm, T 1 ¼ T w ¼ 20 °C, H ¼ 50%, and p1 ¼ 1 atm. The streamlines are shown at different behaviours of Marangoni flow (denoted by three characteristic contact
angles: h0 ; h1 and h2 ).

ward flow pattern: the temperature distribution is inverted with
respect to outward flow. If the contact angle decreases below a
threshold of h2 , the energy is not readily supplied to the contact
line region where the local heat flux is the largest. In this situation
the heat conduction through the drop is dominant and the drop is
warmest at the centre, thereby leading to an outward flow
behaviour.
4.2. Thermal effects of substrate on Marangoni flow: single influential
factor
In this section, the influence of thermal effects of substrate on
the direction of Marangoni flow is numerically investigated. We
highlight that during evaporation three influential factors determine the flow patterns inside the drop: relative thermal conductivity, relative thickness and relative substrate temperature. Each
factor contributes to forming different structures of flow field
and in turn controlling the particle deposition patterns.
4.2.1. Effect of relative thermal conductivity
The water drop evaporation with same initial conditions and
various substrates is numerically studied. We choose six kinds of
substrates, namely PTFE, glass, POM, PDMS, Macor and Al, for their
widely differing thermal conductivities. Relevant physical properties of the liquids and substrates are listed in Table 1. It has been
found that the thermal conductivities of the liquid and substrate
strongly affect the structure of flow field [27]. In order to better

characterise the influence due to thermal conductivities, we intro
duce a dimensionless number kr ¼ kl =ks in the following
discussion.
In Fig. 4, two characteristic contact angles as a function of the

relative thermal conductivity kr for a water droplet in the course
of its evaporation are plotted. These two contact angles mark a
transition of bulk flow pattern as a result of matching the heat
transfer from the substrate and heat flux losing through the
liquid-gas surface, associated with evaporative cooling effect. For


a relative higher kr , say kr > 0:5, the bulk fluid flow clearly undergoes three different radial patterns as illustrated in Fig. 3: the transition from an inward flow to an outward pattern corresponds to
the change of sign of the tangential component of the temperature
gradient at the interface, passing through a multicellular flow pattern. In a manner similar to that observed in the coffee-ring problem [28], the particles ultimately assemble to the region near


triple-line. In contrast, if kr is extremely small (kr ! 0), for
instance, a water drop deposited on an Al substrate, then the
energy provided from the substrate is enough for evaporation process, which results in an inward flow until the end of the evaporation. This can be explained by the fact that the area close to the
triple-line is the warmest due to adjacent perfectly conducting
substrate and the apex of the drop is colder, partially due to the
long distance conduction. A similar behaviour was reported previously in [12] that Marangoni flow ultimately forces the particles
toward to the centre and there will be no possibility for a multicellular flow arises.

Table 1
Physical properties of liquids and substrates used at temperature T 1 ¼ 20 °C and pressure p1 ¼ 1 atm.
Parameter

q (kg/m3)

l (Pa s)

k (W/m K)

cp (J/kg K)

Hv ap (kJ/kg)

r (N/m)

2440

71.97103

Water

997

0.89103

0.6

4070

Air

1.178

1.79105

0.025

1006

PTFE
Glass
POM
PDMS
Macor
Aluminium

2200
2200
1420
970
2520
2700

0.25
0.625
0.31
0.16
1.46
240

1010
730
1500
1460
790
900



kr

2.4
0.96
1.935
3.75
0.41
0.0025
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Fig. 4. Bulk flow pattern as a function of relative thermal conductivity kr ¼ kl =ks for
a water droplet evaporating on a substrate with bottom temperature T w ¼ 20 °C

and relative height hs ¼ hs =R0 ¼ 0:2. Three typical flow structures are identified:
region I (above the curve of h1 ) is an inward flow, region II (between the curves of h1
and h2 ) is a multicellular flow and region III (below the curve of h2 ) is an outward
flow.



Fig. 5. Flow patterns inside evaporating drops with respect to relative thickness hs .

Here, T w ¼ 20  C and kr ¼ 2:4. Region I (above h1 ) is inward flow, region II (between
h1 and h2 ) stands for multicellular flow and region III (below h2 ) represents outward
flow.

4.2.2. Effect of relative thickness
We also study the dependence of Marangoni flow on the substrate thickness since it has similar role as the thermal conductiv
ity [29]. Here, we define hs ¼ hs =R0 as relative thickness,
representing the ratio of the substrate thickness to the contact
radius of the droplet. Fig. 5 shows that the different regimes of convective Marangoni flow shift when the contact angle diminishes
with respect to relative thickness. It displays that for a very thin

substrate (hs ! 0), the flow circulation is always radially inward
due to a positive temperature gradient from apex to the tripleline. In this case heat transfer from the substrate dominates the
whole process, hence surface temperature distribution remains
monotonic corresponding to the inward flow of region I. Otherwise, the total amount of energy from the substrate is not enough
to support evaporation and associated evaporative cooling effect,
then convective multicellular flow occurs in region II and ultimately reverses the flow direction in region III.

4.2.3. Effect of relative substrate temperature
In terms of heated substrate, the evaporation rate is expected to
be accelerated by higher temperature of substrate and consequently leads to enhance thermocapillary flow together with the
appearance of multicelllular flow pattern. The objective here is to
depict Marangoni flow transition with multiple relative substrate
temperature T w ¼ ðT s  T 1 Þ=T 1 , that is, the relative difference
between the substrate and ambient environment, ranging from 0
to 2. It can be concluded from the T w  h plane in Fig. 6 that at varied substrate temperature the convective multicellular flow occurs
at the same contact angle h1 , different from the other influential


factors of kr or hs . The plotted curves also make it clear that the
convective Marangoni flow lasts longer as the temperature
becomes higher. This result is helpful for the prediction of particle
deposition: multicellular flow pattern always appear at a certain
height of droplet with respect to a wide range of substrate temperature during evaporation. If the deposition needs to be performed

Fig. 6. Flow patterns inside evaporating drops corresponding to relative substrate


temperature with kr ¼ 2:4 and hs ¼ 0:2. Region I above h1 is inward flow, region II
between h1 and h2 stands for multicellular flow, and region III below h2 represents
outward flow.

in a more regular pattern, then the substrate temperature must be
decreased.

4.3. Coupling mechanisms of the substrate on Marangoni flow:
multiple factors
In what follows, we attempt to emphasis the coupling mecha

nisms of multiple influential factors (kr ; hs and T w ) by using
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response surface method and Sobol’ sensitivity analysis. It is the
first study of its kind in solving the coupling effects on Marangoni
flow by using the novel method RSM and SSA. In this section, we
pay attention to three highlighted issues. The first one is to predict
the multicellular flow pattern at any possible model input in a
given range using RSM. Secondly, we analyse the coupling mechanisms via SSA. Finally, the inverse problem in terms of estimating
unknown input parameter is discussed.

4.3.1. Predict the multicellular flow pattern using RSM
Since the internal flow pattern subjects to a wide range of influential parameters, it is impossible to compute all the possibilities
due to the high computational cost. To globally evaluate the correlation between different influential factors, Kriging-based response


surfaces are built with a limited number of various (kr ; hs ) and

(RN ; T w ), consequently the Marangoni flow patterns for any input
value in a given range could be rapidly forecast.
At first, the correlation of relative thermal conductivity and rel

ative thickness is studied. A regular grid with 20 samples in (kr ; hs )
is used, which is shown by the crosses in Fig. 7. Generally speaking,
the required number of samples of the grid depends on the dimension of the input parameters, the physical range of each input
parameter and the complexity of the response. In this case, the
20-sample grid is proven to be reasonable such that the Kriging
response surface converges; further tests with additional samples
do not significantly increase the response surface reliability. Then,
the response surfaces for the flow patterns reflected by the characteristic angles h1 and h2 are constructed using the Kriging method,
as is shown in Fig. 8. The two surfaces represent the three behaviours of Marangoni flow: inward flow (I), multicellular flow (II)
and outward flow (III), which are separated by the response surfaces f h1 and f h2 . The colormaps (b) and (c) are the projections of




f h1 and f h2 in the ðkr ; hs Þ plane, respectively. To further assess the
validity of the Kriging-based response surface, the LOO crossvalidation is computed: the maximum cross-validation are respectively max CV s ðh1 Þ ¼ 1:44% and max CV s ðh2 Þ ¼ 3:98%, which
s

s

means that the second response surface is less robust due to more
irregular observations from the sample points.
Then, the Marangoni flow pattern could be simply forecast via
the constructed response surface without further numerical simu

lation, within the range of kr 2 ½0; 3:75; hs 2 ½0:1; 0:4. Here, we

Fig. 7. Sample points for constructing response surface (crosses) and for forecasting
the angles and the parameter estimation (circles).
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consider six samples, which are labelled by the circles in Fig. 7.
For each case, the corresponding critical angles h1 and h2 are computed via the numerical simulations and compared with the output
of the response surfaces. The forecast value and the corresponding
relative error (RE) for the six points obtained from the surfaces f h1
and f h2 are shown in Table 2. By given the used liquid and substrate


(kr ¼ 3:16) and geometrical parameters like initial contact radius

and substrate thickness (hs ¼ 0:2), we can easily forecast the convective multicellular flow occurs at h1 ¼ 0:4529 and disappears at
h2 ¼ 0:3788 from the response surfaces. The observed value of
numerical simulation shows that the multicellular flow is at
0.454 and 0.384 for different contact angle hi , which demonstrates
a good agreement. It is clear that h1 is accurately forecast by the
Kriging-based response surface at all the six points with a mean
RE being 1:56%. By contrast, the forecast of h2 is less accurate
whose mean RE is around 4%, but in general the error is acceptable.
Actually, the higher error of h2 forecast can be explained by the
lower reliability of the response surface f h2 , which can be observed
from Fig. 8 and justified by the LOO cross-validation values.
We now study the correlation between relative thermal resis

tance and relative substrate temperature (RN ; T w ). Since kr and hs
are involved together in the thermal resistance of the substrate
 
[30], let RN ¼ kr hs denote its variation. The function relationship
of different characteristic angles with respect to RN and T w are
investigated. Numerical computations of h1 and h2 are performed
for 20 discrete points at fðRN ; T w Þ : RN ¼ 0:125; 0:25; 0:387; 0:63;
0:75; T w ¼ 0; 0:5; 1; 1:5g, as shown in Fig. 9 (crosses). As previously,
the response surfaces of h1 and h2 are constructed using the Kriging
method; the results are displayed in Fig. 10. Then, the LOO cross
validation is computed to assess the reliability of the constructed
response surface. Here the maximum value of CV s is 2:66% for
f h1 ðRN ; T w Þ and 5:61% for f h2 ðRN ; T w Þ, which implies that both surfaces are reliable enough, given that only 20 samples are used.
Furthermore, the forecast is also proceeded for six sample
points, which are indicated by the circles in Fig. 9. The forecast
results of h1 and h2 and the corresponding REs are shown in Table 3.
Results reveal that for a water droplet evaporating on PTFE substrate with T w ¼ 35  C, i.e., ðRN ; T w Þ = (0.48, 1.25), h1 and h2 are
equal to 0.44 and 0.2172 in numerical work, while in the forecast
approach, its value deviates from the RSM keeping 0.4272 and
0.2218 and the relative error is less than 3%. It is obvious that


the forecast of h1 is as accurate as the previous ðkr ; hs Þ case. In addition, the forecast of h2 is less accurate (mean RE is 3.49%) than h1
due to a lower reliability of the response surface f h2 .
4.3.2. Coupling mechanisms on Marangoni flow
The Sobol sensitivity analysis is introduced to investigate the
coupling mechanisms of Marangoni flow in two aspects: with or
without heated substrate. The imposed temperature of a nonheated substrate equals to the ambient value T w ¼ T 1 . While for
a heated substrate T w ranges from 20 °C to 50 °C. There is no doubt
that the relationship between input and output variables shown in
Figs. 8 and 10 is non-linear, which cannot be easily represented by
a certain function. Therefore, we can use Sobol’ index to analyse
the sensitivity: higher Sobol’ index implies higher sensitivity of
the corresponding input parameter, and vice versa.
For droplet evaporating on a non-heated substrate, the Sobol


index for kr and hs for the response surfaces plotted in Fig. 8 is



computed:
Sh1 ðkr Þ ¼ 81:31%; Sh1 ðhs Þ ¼ 15:95%; Sh2 ðkr Þ ¼ 68:39%,

and Sh2 ðhs Þ ¼ 25:51%. It is obvious that the convective Marangoni
flow reflected by h1 and h2 are much more sensitive with respect


to kr than hs ; this conclusion can also be observed in Fig. 8. The
result also indicates that convective Marangoni flow strongly
depends on the relative thermal conductivities: when the relative
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Fig. 8. (a) Response surface of h1 and h2 as a function of kr and hs , (b) projection of f h1 , (c) projection of f h2 .

Table 2


Forecast of h1 and h2 given kr and hs using the Kriging response surfaces.




ðkr ; hs Þ

(1.765, 0.15)
(1.765, 0.25)
(1.765, 0.35)
(3.16, 0.1)
(3.16, 0.2)
(3.16, 0.3)
Average

Forecasting h2

Forecasting h1
Observation

RSM

RE (%)

Observation

RSM

RE (%)

0.415
0.383
0.361
0.502
0.454
0.416

0.4145
0.3925
0.3818
0.5014
0.4529
0.4133

0.13
2.52
5.76
0.13
0.19
0.64
1.56

0.34
0.331
0.236
0.377
0.384
0.327

0.3319
0.3208
0.2538
0.3648
0.3788
0.3472

2.38
3.07
7.53
3.23
1.35
6.17
3.96

thermal conductivity changes a little, the convective multicellular
flow changes a lot. On the other hand, the relative thickness has little impact on the resulting flow patterns due to its weak
sensitivity.
In terms of heated substrates, Sobol’ indices are also calculated:
Sh1 ðRN Þ ¼ 99:06%; Sh1 ðT w Þ ¼ 1:15%; Sh2 ðRN Þ ¼ 42:9%, and Sh2 ðT w Þ ¼
48:25%. It is remarkable that h1 is almost independent of T w , so
the substrate temperature has little influence on the appearance
of the convective Marangoni flow. However, h2 is sensitive with
respect to both influential parameters, indicating that thermal
resistance of the substrate and substrate temperature have the
same impact on the duration of the convective Marangoni flow.

4.3.3. Inverse problem
Typically, inverse problem relates to the situation that the input
parameters cannot be accurately measured in some experiments.
For example, the thickness of a very thin substrate is difficult to
measure, since the contact measurement technique may destroy
its surface structure. Thus, the thickness can be estimated by an
indirectly method with the known numerical results containing
the possible range and the Kriging-based response surface f h1 and
f h2 . In what follows, we give an example to explain how to use




the method to estimate the unknown parameters of kr or hs .
The inverse problem is considered for the six sample circles in

Fig. 7. First, kr is assumed to be an unknown parameter and is
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error (RE) is also shown. It is observed that kr is precisely estimated, except the two points (1.765, 0.25) and (1.765, 0.35), which

are in a region less sensitive to kr (see Fig. 8 (b)). Similarly to the
forecast problem, the parameter estimation via the surface f h2
results in a higher error, as expected. Again, due to the lower reliability of the response surface and more local fluctuation, the estimation is less robust than using f h1 .


Fig. 9. Sample points for constructing response surface (crosses) and for forecasting
the contact angles (circles).



estimated by the measurements of hs and hi (i ¼ 1; 2) via Eq. (23).
^ represents the
The estimation results are shown in Table 4. Here, k
r

estimation value of relative thermal conductivities, the relative

Similarly, in the case of unknown hs , the parameter can also be

estimated by the observed kr and hi (i ¼ 1; 2), as in the previous

case. However, due to the low sensitivity of hs with respect to h1
and h2 , which is reflected by Sobol’ indices (less than 11% for the
both response surfaces), the estimation errors are relatively high,
especially for the sample (1.765, 0.25) and (1.765, 0.35). The computation results are shown in Table 5. Furthermore, the estimates
obtained from f h1 is more precise than f h2 due to the higher reliability of the constructed response surface.
We briefly conclude the use of the Kriging-based response surface and the strategy in the problem of forecasting the behaviour of
Marangoni flow and the inverse problem. The observation of h2 is
more irregular distributed than h1 , such that the response surface
is relatively less reliable. Therefore, in the forecast problem h1
can be more accurately given. For the same reason, it is welladvised to use the response surface f h1 in the parameter estimation
problem. Besides, the estimation accuracy of input parameter in
the inverse problem largely depends on the parameter sensitivity.

Fig. 10. (a) Response surface of h1 and h2 as a function of RN and T w , (b) projection of f h1 , (c) projection of f h2 .
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Table 3
Forecast of h1 and h2 given RN and T w using the Kriging reponse surfaces.
ðRN ; T w Þ

(0.48, 0.25)
(0.48, 0.75)
(0.48, 1.25)
(0.25, 0.25)
(0.25, 0.75)
(0.25, 1.25)
Average

Forecasting h1

Forecasting h2

Observation

RSM

RE (%)

Observation

RSM

RE (%)

0.41
0.42
0.44
0.351
0.3605
0.36

0.4369
0.4209
0.4272
0.3503
0.3552
0.3666

4.12
0.22
2.92
0.2
1.47
1.82
1.79

0.364
0.302
0.2172
0.261
0.253
0.221

0.392
0.3161
0.2218
0.2646
0.244
0.2176

7.69
4.68
2.14
1.39
3.55
1.53
3.49

Table 4

Estimating kr using the Kriging response surfaces h1 and h2 .




ðkr ; hs Þ

Using h2

Using h1
^
k
r

(1.765, 0.15)
(1.765, 0.25)
(1.765, 0.35)
(3.16, 0.1)
(3.16, 0.2)
(3.16, 0.3)
Average

RE (%)

1.785
1.585
1.465
3.185
3.185
3.305

1.13
10.2
17
0.79
0.79
4.59
5.75

^
k
r

RE (%)

1.905
2.465
1.505
3.345
3.425
2.665

7.93
39.66
14.73
5.85
8.39
15.66
15.37

Table 5

Estimating hs using the Kriging response surfaces h1 and h2 .




ðkr ; hs Þ

(1.765, 0.15)
(1.765, 0.25)
(1.765, 0.35)
(3.16, 0.1)
(3.16, 0.2)
(3.16, 0.3)
Average

Using h2

Using h1
^
h
s

RE (%)

^
h
s

RE (%)

0.14
0.32
0.4
0.1
0.2
0.29

6.67
28
14.29
0
0
3.33
8.71

0.2
0.2
0.39
0.15
0.15
0.29

33.33
20
11.43
50
25
3.3
23.84



In this case, since both response surfaces are more sensitive to kr

than to hs , the former can be well-estimated while the latter generally has a more imprecise estimate.

5. Conclusions
We have presented numerical computations on the evaporation
of sessile droplets resting on a heated substrate. Special emphasis
has been put on evaluating thermal effects of substrate on Marangoni flow in the course of evaporation. Three influential factors
within thermal properties of substrate (e.g. relative thermal conductivity, relative substrate thickness and relative substrate temperature) have been investigated. We found a strong impact on
the behaviours of Marangoni flow and clearly identified three characteristic bulk flow structures as a function of influential parameters when the contact angle diminishes with time during
evaporation. These Marangoni flow patterns generated by the
non-uniform temperature distribution along the interface allow
to predict and control the evaporative deposition patterns. The
underlying mechanism of the transition is primarily a result of
matching the heat transfer from the substrate and heat flux losing
through the liquid-gas interface, associated with evaporative cooling effect.
In order to better understand the Marangoni flow pattern with
respect to the influential parameters in a wide range, a Krigingbased response surface method is proposed to forecast the flow
patterns for any influential parameter in a given range. This

approach, which only needs a limited number of simulations corresponding to a few discrete input parameters, has been applied successfully in the understanding of the hydrodynamics within
evaporating droplets. The Sobol sensitivity analysis is recommended to quantify the relative importance of each influential
parameter in determining the coupling mechanisms of Marangoni
flow. The proposed method is also able to estimate the environmental parameters which may be ill-observed in the real situations. It is remarkable that the computational cost of Krigingbased response surface method and Sobol’ sensitivity analysis is
very low, particularly compared with the numerical simulation of
Marangoni flow. Therefore, the combination of computer simulation and response surface method provides a useful guide to interpreting experimental results, especially in an uncertain
environment.
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